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Recent whole brain imaging experiments on C. elegans has revealed that the neural population
dynamics encode motor commands and stereotyped transitions between behaviors on low dimen-
sional manifolds. Efforts to characterize the dynamics on this manifold have used piecewise linear
models to describe the entire state space, but it is unknown how a single, global dynamical model
can generate the observed dynamics. Here, we propose a control framework to achieve such a global
model of the dynamics, whereby underlying linear dynamics is actuated by sparse control signals.
This method learns the control signals in an unsupervised way from data, then uses Dynamic Mode
Decomposition with control (DMDc) to create the first global, linear dynamical system that can re-
construct whole-brain imaging data. These control signals are shown to be implicated in transitions
between behaviors. In addition, we analyze the time-delay encoding of these control signals, showing
that these transitions can be predicted from neurons previously implicated in behavioral transitions,
but also additional neurons previously unidentified. Moreover, our decomposition method allows one
to understand the observed nonlinear global dynamics instead as linear dynamics with control. The
proposed mathematical framework is generic and can be generalized to other neurosensory systems,
potentially revealing transitions and their encodings in a completely unsupervised way.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) is
an ideal model organism for probing the relationship be-
tween structure and function in neuronal networks as
it is comprised of only 302 sensory, motor, and inter-
neurons whose stereotyped synaptic connections (i.e. its
connectome) are known from serial section electron mi-
croscopy [1–3]. Indeed, C. elegans is perhaps the simplest
organism to display many of the hallmark features of
high-dimensional networked biological systems, including
the manifestation of low-dimensional patterns of activity
associated with functional behavioral responses [4]. Thus
the nervous system must reduce the high-dimensional
representation of environmental stimuli into much lower
dimensional representations of motor commands [4–10].
Low dimensional representations have been separately
considered in posture (behavioral) analysis [11, 12] as well
as in previous analysis of calcium imaging data [4, 13].
These representations can be used to characterize the
evolution of both postures [12] and neuron population
dynamics [14, 15]. In this work, we exploit emerging
whole-brain imaging recordings to posit a data-driven
model of neurosensory integration in C. elegans, show-
ing that a global linear framework, with the addition of
internally generated control signals, explains and repro-
duces much of the activity of the network.
It has long been observed that C. elegans produces a
small number of stable discrete behaviors (e.g. forward
and backward motion, and turns), and that these be-
haviors change both spontaneously [5] and very quickly
in response to external stimuli [16–18] or stimulation of
even a single neuron [19–21]. A potential dynamical sys-
tems explanation for this observation is that of discrete
behaviors as fixed points on an underlying manifold with
some transition signals that move the system between
them. A purely linear dynamical system of the form
xk+1 = Axk, cannot produce the observed multiple fixed
points, where xk is the data at time point k and the ma-
trix A maps the state one step into the future . However,
piecewise methods, like switching (hybrid) linear dynam-
ical systems [15, 22–24], circumvent this by segmenting
the dynamics into patches with different dynamics (and
thus different fixed points) in each patch. An alternate
method uses different phase loops and the phase along
them to predict behavior, producing conserved dynamics
in a special phase space [14]. Recent efforts have also
attempted to explicitly model neuronal and synaptic dy-
namics to approximate biophysical models of the nervous
system [9, 25–30], but this has currently been limited to
subsets of neurons and has moreover had difficulty cap-
turing multiple behaviors. This work instead focuses on
how a single, global, dynamical system model with sim-
ple and interpretable additions can capture the nonlinear
dynamics via appropriate framing as a control problem.
The recent availability of real-time calcium imaging
data allows for a neuron-level, data-driven approach. The
goals of a full model of C. elegans neural activity are to
describe how multiple states are produced in a single net-
work, and how dynamics operating at multiple scales are
integrated to produce the states and transitions between
them. Our work mathematically frames this biological
problem in the context of control theory by learning both
the dynamics and its encoding. The dynamics portion
is implemented using the recently developed data-driven
method of Dynamic Mode Decomposition with control
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2(DMDc) [7, 31], demonstrating that additional nonlin-
earities are not needed to describe many of the interac-
tions in the system. We additionally extend this method
to handle unsupervised learning of control signals as de-
scribed in the Methods Section, allowing generalizability
to new complex systems and testable hypotheses in this
system as discussed in the Results Section. The encod-
ing portion is implemented using sparse variable selection
methods and the novel elimination pathway of the encod-
ing (see Methods), revealing the timescales and locations
where these transition signals are encoded (see Results
and Supplementary Material). We provide code writ-
ten in MATLAB [32] for a full analysis pipeline that uses
raw data and, if available, external behavioral labels to
discover both the intrinsic dynamics, the effects of con-
trol on the state of the system, and the encoding of the
control signals.
DATA-DRIVEN METHODS
Our analysis relies on two established mathematical
methods: DMDc and sparse optimization. A brief sum-
mary of each is given below.
Dynamic Mode Decomposition with control
Our data-driven strategy is based upon the dynamic
mode decomposition (DMD). DMD provides a linear
model for the dynamics of the state space xj = x(tj)
given the data matrices constructed using temporal snap-
shots of the system, X = [x1 x2 . . . xm−1] and X′ =
[x2 x3 . . . xm]. Specifically, it finds the best fit linear
model
X′ = AX (1)
There are a number of variants for computing A [7], with
the exact DMD simply positing A = X′X† where † de-
notes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse.
DMDc [31] capitalizes on all of the advantages of DMD
and provides the additional innovation of being able to
disambiguate between the underlying dynamics and ac-
tuation signal uj = u(tj). For a matrix of input signals
U = [u1 u2 . . . um−1], DMDc regresses instead to the
linear control system
X′ = AX+BU. (2)
Note that DMDc uses only snapshots in time of the state
space and control input, making it compelling for systems
whose governing equations are unknown. The DMDc
equation is graphically represented in Fig. 1. The gov-
erning matrices (A and B) along with the control signal
(U) produce a predictive model, such that the state of
the system far in the future can be predicted. For in-
stance, the third time step can be estimated from the
first via:
x3 = A(Ax1 +Bu1) +Bu2 (3)
Learning control signals via sparse optimization
The DMDc algorithm requires knowledge of the lin-
ear control signals U. Expert-identified state labels and
an example neuron that displays strong state-dependent
behavior are shown in figure 2. However, these are only
available because of the decades of C. elegans experimen-
tal work identifying 1) discrete behavioral states and 2)
the command neurons for each activity. For new organ-
isms, and in order to generate hypotheses about potential
new states in C. elegans, the unsupervised problem, i.e.
learning the signal directly from data, is of critical inter-
est.
DMDc (2) can be thought of as an error minimization
problem over the dynamics and actuation matrices, A
andB. If the control signal is unknown, the minimization
must be extended to the control signalU itself. However,
there is now a trivial solution where the control signal
dominates the model: X2 = BU with A = 0. For this
reason, an assumption must be made about the control
signals. In this case, the statement that these signals are
sparse is directly biologically interpretable, and means
that the transitions between states should be rare as a
percentage of frames. This “sparsity constraint” can be
expressed in a mathematically precise way using the `0
norm:
min
A,B,U
[||AX1 +BU−X2||2 + λ ||U||0] (4)
Directly solving this optimization problem is extremely
difficult, although there are efficient algorithms in certain
cases [33]. More recently, a convex relaxation of the `0
to an `1 norm is often solved [34], though this has been
recently shown to lead to errors in its selection pathway
[35]. We use a different approximation, the sequential
least squares thresholding algorithm [36], which has been
shown to converge to the minima of the original `0 prob-
lem [37, 38]. The code is outlined in algorithm 1 and
more detail is given in the supplement. The matrix U in
this algorithm is additionally constrained to be positive,
for better interpretability as “on” transition signals.
Algorithm 1 Unsupervised Learning of Control Signals
1: procedure LearnControllers(r)
2: U0 := InitializeU(r)
3: S := InitializeSparsityPattern(U0)
4: for i← 1,MaxIter do
5: A,B = SolveAB(X,Ui−1)
6: Ui = SolveU(X,A,B)
7: S = UpdateSparsityPattern(S,Ui)
8: Ui(S) = 0
9: end for
10: end procedure
32. Model the Data using
Transitions, Actuation,
and Self-dynamics
3. Learn the Encoding of
the Transitions
in the Time-Delayed Data
xk+1 = Axk +Buk uk+1 = K1xk +K2xk−1 + ...
KA B X
U
X′ = U = X +...
1. Learn Transitions
from Data
+Sensory stimulus Discrete behavior
Transition signals
(matrix U)
Dynamics
(matrix A)
Data
(matrix X)
Actuation
(matrix B)
Encoding
(matrix K)
Figure 1: A 3-step framework for modeling neurosensory integration. 1) Transition signals are learned from data
with an assumption of linear dynamics. 2) A DMDc model is learned which uses dynamics, transition signals, and
actuation. These are global models, and are capable of reconstructing much of the data dynamically from an initial
state. 3) Where and at what timescales control signals are encoded in the neural activity is studied using sparse
linear models. Bottom: the sensory-computation-behavior pathway. Each term in the above equations can be freely
translated into this biological process. Transitions (Green) actuate neurons via their own connectivity (Yellow).
Neuron traces (Blue) evolve according to intrinsic dynamics (Red), and also encode (Light Blue) the transition
signals (Green).
Variable selection via sparse linear models
If internally generated control signals are present, then
there are two possibilities: they are random and funda-
mentally unpredictable, or they are encoded in the net-
work. We explore the degree to which these signals are
encoded using sparse variable selection algorithms and
time-delay embedding, where data from further in the
past is utilized. Mathemaically, this is written as:
U = K1X1 +K2X2 + ... (5)
There are multiple methods that are often used to per-
form this variable selection task [39]. However, these
methods may make mistakes in their selections [35], and
in general it is unclear how unique the selection is. The
behaviors of C. elegans have been well studied, and each
onset is associated with well-known neurons. Variable se-
lection methods will almost certainly discover these well-
known neurons, but by exploring further in the “elimina-
tion path”, less obvious encodings can be discovered. Al-
gorithmically, this is the sequential removal or ablation of
the most important neuron for all time delays, and then a
re-fitting of the sparse model. If the quality of the recon-
struction does not degrade along the elimination path,
the signal (U) must be distributed throughout the data
(X). The quality of signal reconstruction is defined here
as the number of false positives and false negatives in
the reconstructed signal. Event detection is defined as a
minimum number of frames above a hard threshold, as
shown in Fig. 5 and discussed in the supplement.
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Onset of Reversal
Onset of Forward State
Onset of Dorsal Turn
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Onset of Ventral Turn
Figure 2: Transition signals in C. elegans: Top: A
calcium imaging trace of a neuron connected with the
discrete reversal behavior. Behavioral labels are
determined by experimentalists, as described in [4].
Green=Forward; Yellow=Reversal; Dark Blue=Ventral
Turn; Light Blue=Dorsal Turn. Below: These labels
can be reframed as “onset” signals, and are
characteristically sparse in time.
RESULTS
Known transitions are discovered and characterized
Experimentalists have long separated behavior into
discrete categories through careful study of individual
neurons. However, open questions remain about the
number of behaviors that exist and how discrete they
are. Some works have posited up to six forward motion
states and three reversal states, multiple turning sub-
types, or even a continuum of behaviors [40, 41]. As Fig.
3 shows, using unsupervised optimization three behav-
ioral onsets can be discovered: Reversal, and Dorsal and
Ventral turns. In particular, the single Reversal onset
signal for each individual suggests that this transition is
fundamentally the same within individuals, with variabil-
ity produced by activation amplitude but not a different
direction in neuron-space.
However, in no individuals could a signal correlated to
the onset of Forward motion be discovered. If this were a
trivial state that displays no activity, a simple decay to a
fixed point following a Turn state would be sufficient to
achieve a good reconstruction the trajectory, even with-
out an onset signal. However, fast-scale behaviors are
known experimentally to occur within this state [42], and
this complexity is reflected in the poorer reconstruction
quality as shown in Fig. 4.j. Thus, although there is
activity, its onset falls outside the sparsity assumptions
of Eq. 4. Taken together, our results imply that for the
onset of these behaviors, forward motion is more complex
than reversals, meaning that it cannot be described as a
simple “on” signal. It is known that reversals and forward
motion largely activate disjoint subnetworks of neurons
[43], but the effects of this separation remain unclear.
A global, linear system with control reconstructs
entire time series
The manifold observed in C. elegans neural dynamics
cannot be described by a purely linear model due to the
presence of multiple stable global behaviors, as shown
in Fig. 4.b. Specifically, linear models can only admit
a single fixed state. However, the majority of neurons
can be reconstructed using our controlled, global, linear
dynamical system due to the sparse transition signals as
shown in Fig. 4.c for expert hand-labeled signals and Fig.
4.d for signals learned from data. Each time snapshot
of this data is reconstructed analogously to equation 3,
and then projected onto the two dominant PCA modes
of the original data so that each panel in Fig. 4.a-d is
in the same coordinate space. Because this is a global
linear model that uses a single framework for the entire
state space, the need for additional nonlinear modeling
can be constrained to particular groups of neurons and
well-defined time windows.
In particular, across individuals the reversal class of
neurons is captured very well by the supervised control
signal as shown in Fig. 4.j and thus, up to encoding the
transition signal itself, the relevant subnetwork does not
appear to require nonlinearities. This means that future
efforts related to nonlinear modeling may be most pro-
ductive if they concentrate on the small window of time
during the onset of the behavior, instead of the entire
neural trace where linear models are sufficient. In addi-
tion, the type of nonlinearity required to more fully model
this class of neurons is characterized: fast and short-lived
spike-like activations.
Turns are also largely captured, as shown by the high
correlation for the light and dark blue boxplots in Fig.
4.j. The neurons involved in turning have a large number
of smaller events, as shown in the SMDDL reconstruc-
tion Fig. 4.f; these do not lead to one of the four state
transitions identified by experimentalists in this dataset,
but may correspond to recently described fast time-scale
states [42]. However, the unsupervised method does pick
up on these smaller events and reconstructs them well
as in Fig. 4.h, but over all datasets there is much more
variability as shown in Fig. 4.j.
The last group of neurons, those related to forward
motion, has a very large variability of correlation be-
tween the data and reconstructions. This implies that
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Figure 3: Control signals can be learned from data via algorithm 1. a-d) The onset of well-known states as
determined by experts (above) and as learned (below). All signals are normalized to have a maximum of 1.0. e)
Correlation between expert and learned signals across 15 individual datasets. Reversals (Rev), Dorsal (DT) and
Ventral Turns (VT) are consistently learned, but Forward state (Fwd) onsets are never significant.
these neurons require nontrivial nonlinearities through-
out the time series, not just at the onset, for full re-
construction. Although it is well known that different,
dedicated subnetworks of neurons are active in forward
and backwards motion [43], the functional implications
have not been fully modeled. Some recent experimen-
tal work [10] characterizes an asymmetry between For-
ward and Reversal states as due to intrinsic bias towards
the Forward state. In addition and unlike the Reversal-
active neurons that require only a simple “on” transi-
tion signal, the Forward-active neurons may be contin-
uously parametrized by speed, or contain additional be-
haviors like steering [44], tracking [45], or head casting
[42]. Moreover, Kaplan et al. show that many neurons
exhibit diverse faster time-scale fluctuations particularly
during forward states [42]. Our work is consistent with
these experimental results, and adds that this complex-
ity is functionally different than that of the Reversal or
Turn states.
To further characterize the effects of the control signals
on the ability of this framework to capture the neural dy-
namics, partial models were created with a subset of con-
trol signals. Partial models using cumulative subsets of
the expert-labeled control signals are shown in Fig. 4.k.
Adding Reversal-onset signals alone does not produce a
model that captures the data better than a straight-line
fit to the data, but the combination of Reversal and Turn-
ing signals is significantly better. However, subsequent
addition of Forward control signals is, remarkably, use-
less. In summary, there are several related functional
observations that further work may connect to physical
differences in the Reversal and Forward neuronal sub-
networks: the lack of discovery of sparse Forward onset
signals, which is corroborated by the ineffectiveness of
the experimentally known onset times, and the poor re-
construction of Forward-related neurons using linear dy-
namics.
Transitions are encoded in previously unidentified
neurons
Having shown the control signals to contribute signif-
icantly to the reconstruction of the data, we reconstruct
the control signals themselves using time-delay data ma-
trices and sparse linear models as shown in step 3 of Fig.
1 according to equation 5. As described in [4, 13], each of
the four interpretable transition signals shown in figure 3
are hand-labeled using the activity of certain well-known
neurons. Thus, it is not surprising that these signals can
be reconstructed from data when those well-known neu-
rons are included. In particular, as they were used to
define the Dorsal Turn behavioral states, like SMDVL/R
which define Ventral Turns [42], an excellent validation
is that the SMDDL/R and SMDVL/R pairs of left/right
neurons consistently encodes this control signal, as Fig.
5.a shows.
However, as the elimination path is explored further,
it is revealed that these well-known neurons can be elim-
inated from the sparse models and the transition signals
can still be reconstructed as shown in 5.b. Indeed, Fig.
5.a and and 5.b look nearly identical, and Fig. 5.c quan-
tifies this using the percentage of false positives and neg-
atives. Fig. 5.c also shows more of the elimination path
and when the reconstructions eventually break down.
Fig. 5.d and 5.e show the how K matrices in equation
5 change as neurons are removed. Taken together, these
results reveal previously unidentified neurons that can
successfully predict control signals shown to be impor-
tant to reconstructing the full neural manifold. However,
only rows with names are neurons that have been con-
nected to the stereotyped C. elegans connectome and can
thus be identified across individuals; rows with numbers
cannot be so compared. In summary, this work identi-
fies sets of neurons previously implicated in transitions
and also reveals new candidates for critical actuators of
network transitions. In addition, the time of encoding is
revealed, which can inform further study.
6DISCUSSION
We have presented the first data-driven model that
uses a single set of intrinsic dynamics that can recon-
struct the multiple behavioral regimes present in a real
animal and transitions between them. In this study, we
have analyzed neuronal recordings from C. elegans that
lacked any acutely delivered and time-varying sensory in-
puts, therefore behavioral transitions are likely internally
driven [4] and governed by stochastic processes [5]. Here,
control signals cannot be inferred simply from sensory
neuron activity. To overcome this challenge, we provide
an unsupervised approach for identifying such internally
driven control signals and their underlying neuronal iden-
tities. The fact that this controlled linear model accu-
rately reproduces both short and long time-scale dynam-
ics places clear restrictions on the need, specifically the
lack thereof, for nonlinearities in this system, and pro-
vides hypotheses about the neurons that may contain
those nonlinearities as well as their role in the global
dynamics of the system. In addition, we have embed-
ded this model in a mathematical framework of control,
which can be generalized to other organisms or to include
hypothesized nonlinearities.
Much excitement has been generated by the availabil-
ity of the C. elegans anatomical connectome, and one aim
of data-driven modeling efforts is to produce a functional
connectome that can complement the anatomical data.
The DMDc algorithm in this paper is similar to several
algorithms in the engineering literature that attempt sim-
ilar network reconstruction tasks, namely System Iden-
tification [46]. One strategy to fully disambiguate the
effects of the intrinsic dynamics and the external con-
trol signals uses known external perturbations should be
applied and the system response measured. Such pertur-
bations are not generally available in biological systems
and thus the data collected are “uninformative” [47] in
the sense that the underlying structure cannot be deter-
mined. Thus, although this is a promising avenue for
future work, it is outside the scope of this paper.
A limitation of this model is that it is not generative;
it cannot be used to predict a system response that in-
cludes transitions to novel stimuli. To accomplish this,
the transition signals must be written as a function of
the data. Step three of our method does this with a lin-
ear encoding and demonstrates that the signals can be
successfully reconstructed with all neurons to a certain
level of accuracy. If this level of accuracy were sufficient,
then the system would be fully linear and an uncontrolled
model would produce a good reconstruction, as is clearly
not the case. Recent methods for incorporating nonlin-
earities into controlled systems (e.g. [36, 48]) have the
potential to create a fully closed-loop feedback system
and this is an active area of further research [? ].
This methodology uses two key hypotheses about this
system. First, although the true biological system in-
cludes many thousands of nonlinear interactions, we as-
sume that the leading order or dominant balance dynam-
ics of the dynamical system within certain regimes is
simple. Recent work in the fluids community [50] has
shown that even when the full global model is perfectly
known, almost every region of phase space is well de-
scribed by a simpler model with fewer or no nonlinear
terms. In the same way, this paper posits that a sin-
gle set of linear dynamics capture the dominant activity
of large regions of phase space. The second observation
is of a time-scale separation between activity within a
state, and transitions between states. This leads to a
hypothesis about when complex nonlinearities may be
active: sparsely, during transitions between behaviors.
Thus, this methodology is directly applicable when tra-
jectories follow simplified, linear dynamics produced by
intrinsic neural dynamics in large regions of phase space,
with short periods of complex dynamics. An area of fu-
ture work is to explore how these control signals could
be produced biologically, and a strength of this method
is that the control signals may be well modeled by an
intermediate spike-type thresholding of a more complex
signal.
A potential criticism of this method is that we have
used discrete labeled states in our model, despite ongoing
debate regarding how uniform “states” in C. elegans are
across instances, and if they should be subdivided or are
simply continuous [40, 41, 51]. We have contributed to
this debate by providing evidence that the reversal and
turn states in fact appear to be simple and have well-
defined initiation signals. However, the forward “state”
is much more complex, and breaks the assumptions of
our model. Specifically, the intrinsic dynamics may be
different in the forward state as compared to the rest of
the phase space, and may be a different linear system
as posited in [15] or nonlinear as in [? ]. Related, the
“transition” into this state may not follow the sparsity as-
sumptions of Algorithm 1, perhaps due to a continuum
of states as opposed to a discrete transition. Moreover,
Kaplan et al. [42] show that during the forward state
many neurons fluctuate at faster timescales, contribut-
ing to this complexity. We argue that this is a strength
of this methodology: because this is not a method that
can universally approximate arbitrary dynamics, the fact
that a state and its transition cannot be reconstructed
gives additional information about that state, and about
its complexity in relation to other states. However, it
is conceivable that failure to identify control signals dur-
ing the Forward state, and subsequent low reconstruction
quality, is simply due to lack of sufficient data. As more
neurons are imaged or longer recording times become ex-
perimentally feasible, so far undiscovered control signals
and neuronal candidates during the Forward state may
be revealed.
An alternate approach to modeling complex systems in
order to understand structure is to use locally linear mod-
els [15, 22–24]. In this methodology, the initial network as
described by the matrix Ak is replaced by a new matrix,
Ak+1, at certain change points. These have achieved
great success in reconstructing nonlinear datasets, and
7in fact can reconstruct arbitrary dynamics given enough
change points, and is an active field in machine learning
research. However, it is difficult to interpret what such
a replacement of the underlying dynamics would mean
biologically, particularly if many separate matrices Ak
are required. On the other hand, the language of control
theory from engineering meshes directly with the biologi-
cal intuition that certain states are initiated by relatively
unique signals produced by a small number of neurons.
We propose that our framework for constructing a sin-
gle, global model of the dynamics of this neural system is
promising not only in its ready generalizability to include
nonlinearities, but also in its biological interpretability.
We have produced the first, to our knowledge, global
data-driven model of both the intrinsic and control dy-
namics of C. elegans.
Here, we provide a framework for the identification of
neurons critical in actuating network transitions, which
can be tested in future experiments.
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Figure 4: 2d PCA projections of a) data, b) an uncontrolled “null” model, c) a “supervised” model using
expert-determined control signals, and d) an “unsupervised” model that uses control signals learned via algorithm 1.
The governing equations matrices in are all learned from data, either uncontrolled (b, Equation 1) or controlled (c-d,
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Figure 5: a-b) Control signal reconstructions via linear encoding on the data including time delays, with all neurons
(a) or 4 neurons removed (b). The removed neurons are: SMDDR, 81, SMDVL, and SMDVR as shown on the x axis
of (c). Event detection is determined via a hard threshold for each signal (dotted line). See supplement for more
discussion of this threshold. c) Neurons are eliminated in order of the largest magnitude given to them by the linear
model. The number of false detections increases significantly only after 8 neurons have been removed. d-e) The
weights given to the top 10 most important neurons for different iterations.
